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Greetings,
Reading has long been considered the first step to freedom. Free
people are able to think for themselves, judge opposing views, analyze
the facts, and imagine alternatives—and all of those skills are honed
and aided when you read books. Those who read know that there are
times and people different from what is here and now, that the current
thing is not forever, and that the truth is more than what people are
told on TV or Tik Tok. This ability to view our own times “from the
outside,” as it were, is one of the first steps to independent thought—
and America could certainly do with more independent thinkers and
fewer sheeple nowadays.
In many ways it would seem like we are in a golden age of reading.
Never before have there been so many books printed and authors to
explore. But the number of options available can easily mask much
darker trends. It’s not just that literacy rates are declining or that
people are reading less than before. The problem is also where people
are getting their books from…

Let's reach everyone who knows a better way is possible. Forward this issue to your friends and invite them to sign up for ALIGN.

The Better Alternative
Frequently when people look to buy a book, they start with Amazon.
Amazon accounts for roughly half of all book sales online and up to
three-quarters of all ebook sales. We don’t need to review with our
esteemed readers the many evils of Amazon—particularly how they
commonly censor and remove conservative books. But what are the
alternatives?
Amazon owns many seemingly separate entities, including AbeBooks
and similar. Barnes & Noble includes whole sections devoted to
turning America’s youth into confused genderqueers. And if your
local independent bookstore isn’t hosting a drag queen story hour,
that’s because they’re too busy trying to stoke the proletariat
revolution against the capitalists. (That being said, if your local
independent bookstore isn’t run by communists, that could be a great
option).
We have a better idea for you: Cut out the middleman and purchase
your books directly from the publisher. If you’re not sure where to
start, we have some great publishers for you to check out. For
example, Regnery is the powerhouse political publisher on the right,
and they will have a ton of titles worth picking up. Sofia Institute
Press and Canon Press also regularly publish a large number of
high-quality classics and new books that you won’t just enjoy reading,
but will probably end up recommending to others as well.

If you know of a business that shares your values, let us know so we can spread the word.

Business Spotlight
Despite the convenience of online book buying, few things beat the
in-store experience. After all, a well-curated bookstore can help you
find the texts you didn’t even know you were looking for.
Next time you plan to peruse the dusty shelves, we recommend Half
Price Books. Free from political ideology while avoiding the
censorship wars, Half Price Books has a massive collection to choose
from without any of the downsides of Amazon or Barnes & Noble.
Founded 50 years ago, they also have a massive selection and over
120 stores open across the country. Don’t worry—if they don’t have a
store near you, you can still buy online.

Another great in-store option for religious readers is Mardel. They
are a community staple that not only has a sizable selection, but also
donates to organizations that translate the Bible and spread the
Gospel.

Do you know a business or business owner that should be featured in ALIGN? Let us know!

The Bigger Picture
Over the past few years, censorship and speech suppression hasn’t
just happened online on social media. It’s happening in the publishing
industry, too. Mergers and consolidations have concentrated
traditional publishing in the hands of just a few corporations staffed
with executives and editors either cowed by woke employees or woke
themselves. Authors have been driven in droves to try self-publishing.
But in most cases, that means publishing through Amazon, a
censorious behemoth in its own right that owns the servers used by
propagandists from Netflix to the deep state and takes control of
authors’ access to their own readers in the name of convenience.
That’s why we’re excited about Canonic, a new online publisher that
really gives you control. It puts tech back in your hands by letting you
publish your work—whether purely digital or in ebook and physical
form—to the bitcoin blockchain, purchasable in bitcoin. You can even
issue NFTs of your book, enabling your fans and readers to buy and
resell limited edition digital copies that you can link to physical ones.
Bottom line, Canonic lets you charge what you want for the work you
want to publish and sell—totally free of coercion or oversight by the
publishing establishment or the financial establishment.
Canonic is especially powerful because it shows the rewards of using
bitcoin aren’t measured in its spot price in dollars on the crypto
markets. By building and choosing businesses like Canonic on
bitcoin’s computational protocol, we can instruct our digital devices
to strengthen and protect our work, our values, and our communities
—instead of losing those all-important things to the woke social credit
borg.
If you want to learn more about how to reclaim a healthy and soulful
mastery of our technology, saving our country and our humanity in
the process, there’s no better book than Human Forever: the

Digital Politics of Spiritual War.
Human Forever is written by James Poulos, the Founder and Editorial
Director of New Founding’s tech publication RETURN. It’s
published exclusively on Canonic. And through an exclusive New
Founding purchase order, RETURN is able to offer a limited number
of copies of Human Forever for new subscribing members. To get
yours, just click here and join the fast-growing RETURN community!
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